
With the call from the Antinuclear Collective of Vaucluse (CAN84), a « Walk for 
Life »  will be between the 18th and the 25 th of August 2012 , on the roads of 
Vaucluse, Gard and Drôme, at the heart of the Cadarache-Marcoule-Tricastin nuclear 
triangle of death. One simple guideline will unite all walkers, whether on foot, on 
bicycles, on horses, or on roller skates, who will join the three civilian or military 
nuclear sites...: Yes to life, immediat end to nuclear power! 
 
To put an end without delay, once and for all, to t he daily crime of the atomic 
destruction : that is the purpose and the objective of the « Walk for Life » introduced 
by the CAN84.  
 
The citizens will meet in stopping places for 8 days. on the 3 emblematic sites  of 
the scientist obscurantism and of the attacks on health and life that they impose on 
the populations and territories. The journey could be done entirely or in parts, in the 
morning or in the afternoon, according to everyone's availability, on foot, on horses, 
on bicycles, on roller skates, on donkeys or by any other mean. 
 
. At each stopping place , a « squad » of volunteers will go to the village or stepping 
town to meet the local population, to inform, document and call to actions against the 
nuclear crime. Pictures of nuclear victims will be exhibited.  
 
. At each stopping place , the local elected bodies will be asked to take position 
through discussions with the town councils, for an end of nuclear installations 
threatening daily health and life with nuclear contamination. 
 
. At each stopping place  near nuclear sites, a discussion meeting will be proposed 
to the workers in the nuclear industries and to their unions. 
 
. At each nights' stopping place , a meeting will be organized, encouraging 
discussions, action projects, consultations (musicians are invited to bring with them 
their intruments, strings, winds and drums). 
 
The self-management is the basic principle  of this initiative. Everyone is invited to 
cover for themselves with food, clothes and your own personal first-aid kit. A support 
vehicule transporting the equipments and first aid for treating small wounds will be 
used as a resource-vehicule.  
 
People who would like to participate in this « Walk for Life »  are invited, in the light 
of this program below, to specify by e-mail to the organizers ( 
collectifantinucleaire84@hotmail.fr) which parts they want to particpate in. 
 
The CAN84 provides for the individuals or groups an d collectives  a poster (300 
dpi) to reproduce and put up in the towns and stopping places, a visual document to 
circulate on the web (72dpi) and also a route-program flyer to copy. 
 


